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Abstract. In this paper, we shall propose a new method for the copyright protection of digital im-
ages. To embed the watermark, our new method partitions the original image into blocks and uses
thePCA function to project these blocks onto a linear subspace. There is a watermark table, which
is computed from projection points, kept in our new method. When extracting a watermark, our
method projects the blocks of the modified image by using thePCA function. Both the newly pro-
jected points and the watermark table are used to reconstruct the watermark. In our experiments,
we have tested our scheme to see how it works on original images modified by JPEG lossy com-
pression, blurring, cropping, rotating and sharpening, and the experimental results show that our
method is very robust and indeed workable.
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1. Introduction

On the Internet, people can send, transmit, and receive a wide variety of digital data at
any time, including texts, images, and videos. The major characteristic of digital data is
that they can be modified or forged with ease. In other words, without the lawful owner’s
permission, anyone can still modify the original image when it is not technically properly
protected-which is unfortunately too often the case. Of all the digital data readily avail-
able over the Internet, quite a lot may be of great commercial value and protected under
the copyright law. However, just because they are valuable data, illegal users can often
benefit handsomely from modifying them. In order to protect digital image data online
from illegal modifications, various digital watermarking techniques have been developed.
These watermarking techniques have some characteristics:

(1) Invisibility: An ideal digital image watermarking technique should make the wa-
termarked image look like the original image.

(2) Security: An ideal digital image watermarking technique should protect watermark
from removing by attacker even although the process of watermark extracting has
been known.

(3) Blindness: An ideal digital image watermarking technique should be able to re-
cover the watermark image without the appearance of the corresponding original
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image. This way, there will be no need for any additional storage space to keep the
original image.

(4) Robustness: An ideal digital watermarking technique should be capable of recover-
ing watermark images when the watermarked images have been modified slightly.
Possible modifications include basic image processing operations like lossy image
compression, blurring, and sharpening.

Now, we talk about digital watermarking techniques. Digital watermarking techniques
mainly include two processes: watermark information computing and watermark recov-
ering. In the watermark information computing process, the characteristics of the original
image are extracted and the key data is produced from characteristics and the digital wa-
termark. Then, there are two ways to put the key data in place and to retrieve it. First,
we can embed it back into the original image, e.g., (Benderet al., 1996; Celiket al.,
2002; Changet al., 2000) and (Hwanget al., 2000). Once a modified digital image is
to be tested, we can extract both the characteristics and the key data from the modified
digital image. After extracting the key data and characteristics, the watermark image can
be recovered. Instead of embedding the key data directly into the original image, the sec-
ond way is to register the key data with an authentication center, e.g., (Chang and Tsai,
2000; Voyatzis and Pitas, 1999) and (Wolfgang and Delp, 1996). Those who own the
copyright of the images can get their key data from the authentication center. The water-
mark image can be recovered from the key data and the characteristics of the modified
images. This way, it is obvious that the size of the key data cannot be too large, for if the
size of the key data is too large, it is even more practical to register the original images
with the authentication center directly.

In 2000, Chang and Tsai proposed a watermarking technique that sorts codewords by
using thePCA function to get a “sorted” codebook. After getting the “sorted” codebook,
it randomly chooses some blocks and searches for their corresponding indices through the
“sorted” codebook. Once those indices are obtained, the method can produce the key data
from the indices and the watermark image. However, Chang and Tsai’s method has two
problems. First, the “sorted” codebook is an essential part of the method, which degrades
the efficiency. Second, Chang and Tsai’s method needs to search through the “sorted”
codebook to find out the most similar codeword. It is very time consuming.

In order to overcome these two drawbacks, in this paper, we shall propose a new
method that uses no codebook. In our method, we get indices directly according to the
positions of the projection points by using thePCA function. Our experimental results
show that our method can recover the watermark image completely without losing any
data after JPEG lossy compression, blurring, and sharpening. Even after rotating and
cropping, our method can still get very high bit accuracy rates.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will briefly review
Chang and Tsai’s method. After that, we shall present our new method in detail in Sec-
tion 3 and then present our experimental results in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion will
be in Section 5.
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2. Review of Chang and Tsai’ s Method

In this section, we will review Chang and Tsai’s method. We will first go over the prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) technique (Leeet al., 1976) briefly. After that, we will
show how Chang and Tsai have developed their watermarking technique from thePCA
technique.

2.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

In this section, we will go over principal component analysis (PCA) (Leeet al., 1976).
The main purpose ofPCA is to reduce the dimensions of multi-dimensional samples;
after dimension reduction, we can use those samples to do pattern recognition. First,
PCA helps find a special vector, and then all the multi-dimensional sample points can
be projected onto a linear subspace in accordance with this special vector. This linear
subspace can keep the most of original characteristics of the sample points. The more
different sample points there are, the longer the distances between the projection points.
After sorting the projection points of the sample points, we can quickly locate them.

The major challenge here is to find this special vector that keeps the original character-
istics of the sample points. In 1976, Leeet al. first introduced a multiple key sorting and
searching method based onPCA. In their method, the special vector is computed by using
thePCA technique this way: givenm sample pointsV1, V2, . . . , Vm, where each sample
point hasn-dimensions. The job here is to find a special vectorD = (d1, d1, . . . , dn),
where

∑n
i=1 d

2
i =1, such that the projection points, which are projected onto the subspace

in accordance withD, of the sample points can keep their largest difference among each
other. The procedure of applyingPCA to the derivation ofD is as follows:

Algorithm [PCA]:
Input: Sample pointsV1, V2, . . . , Vm with n-dimensions.
Output: First principal component directionD=(d1, d1,. . . , dn), where

∑n
i=1d

2
i=1.

Step 1: Normalize the given sample points. Each normalized sample point is repre-
sented asV ′

i = (v′i1, v
′
i2, . . . , v

′
in).

Step 2: Compute the covariance matrixC according to all the normalized sample
points.

Step 3: Find the eigenvalues ofC. We assume that those eigenvalues areλ1, λ2, . . . ,

λn, whereλ1 � λ2 � . . . � λn, and their corresponding eigenvectors areD1, D2,

. . . , Dn.
Step 4: D1 = (d1, d2, . . . , dn) is called the first principal component direction. This

is the vector that we want.
The first principal component directionD1 can keep the most characteristics of the

sample points. We can project a given normalized sample pointV ′
i = (v′i1, v

′
i2, . . . , v

′
in)

onto a linear subspace by computingv′i1 × d1 + v′i2 × d2 + · · · + v′in × dn. If V ′
i and

V ′
j are two different normalized sample points with a large difference of value, then the

distance between the projection points ofV ′
i andV ′

j is large.
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2.2. Watermarking Techniques with Codebooks

In 2000, Chang and Tsai proposed a watermarking technique. The method has two es-
sential components: thePCA function and a codebook. In their watermark information
computing procedure, the method first takes the codewords as sample points and uses the
PCA function to derive the first principal component direction from those codewords.
Once the first principal component direction is obtained, the projection points of the
codewords can be calculated. Chang and Tsai then sort the codewords according to their
projection points and get a “sorted” codebook. Then, they use a secret key as the seed of a
pseudo random number generator (PRNG) to generate a sequence of integer pairs (xi, yi)
in order to draw out the scope of the block, calledOBi, where (xi, yi) is at the upper left
corner of this block. For each watermark pixelWPi, the method picks its corresponding
OBi and searches through the “sorted” codebook to find the most similar codewordCi

(whose index isIdxi). They check watermark pixelWPi: if WPi is a white pixel, they
recordIdxi into wti (ith element in the watermark table), which contains the so-called
key data. Otherwise, ifWPi is a black pixel, they record (Idxi + �n/2�) modn intowti,
wheren is the total number of pixels in the watermark image. When everyWPi has gone
through the procedure, they can get the complete watermark table.

In the watermark image recovering procedure, the method uses a secret key as the seed
of PRNG to generate a sequence of integer pairs (xi, yi). It then uses the same procedure
to draw out the scope of the blockOB′

i and searches the “sorted” codebook to find the
most similar codeword, whose index isIdx′i. Whenwti is retrieved from the watermark
table (WT), if the value|wti − Idx′i| is smaller than the preset threshold value, thenWPi

is a white pixel; otherwise,WPi is a black pixel. When everyIdx′i andwti have gone
through this procedure, they can recover the watermark image.

The main idea of their method is that thePCA function can be used to find the first
principal component direction and sort the codewords for further use. The first principal
component direction can keep the most characteristics of the sample points. This means
that if the codewords are modified slightly, they can still recover their corresponding wa-
termark pixels according to the indices of the modified codewords. However, according
to our observation, Chang and Tsai’s method has two drawbacks. First, they need this
huge “sorted” codebook in both the watermark information computing procedure and the
watermark image recovering procedure. Second, they need to search through the “sorted”
codebook to find the most similar codeword. It is very time consuming. In order to over-
come these two drawbacks, we shall propose a new method that needs no codebooks as
follows.

3. The Proposed Method

In this section, we shall present our method. To begin with, we shall first illustrate how
to compute a watermark table. Then, we shall move on to the recovery of the watermark
image.
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3.1. Watermark Table Computing

In this subsection, we shall show how we can compute the watermark table. If we want to
compute a watermark table for an image, we have to take the following steps. First of all,
we partition the original image into non-overlapping blocks. Each block consists ofk×k

pixels, wherek is a pre-determined value. We record all the blocks from the top left corner
to the bottom right in the raster order. After the recording, we get blocksB1, B2, . . . , Bm,
wherem is the total number of blocks in the original image. All these numbered blocks
are taken as individual blocks withk × k dimensions each. This means that eachBi

consists ofk × k variables and can be represented asBi = (bi1, bi2, . . . , bi,k×k). In the
next step, we use thePCA procedure to derive the first principal component direction
from all the numbered blocks. The first principal component direction,D1, also consists
of k× k variables (d1, d2, . . . , dk×k). The first principal component direction generation
process is illustrated in Section 2.1. After getting the first principal component direction,
we projectBi onto the linear subspace by usingD1. In other words, we can calculate
the projection points ofB1 by using(bi1 × d1 + bi2 × d2 + · · · + bin × dn). Following
the same procedure, we can get the projection points of all the numbered blocks. The
projection point of the first blockB1 is calledP1, the projection point of the second
blockB2 is namedP2, and so on and so forth. From all the projection points, we pick
out the one with the maximum valuePmax and the one with the minimum valuePmin,
respectively. That is to say, all the projection points are in the range betweenPmax and
Pmin. Then, we go a step further and define a new variableInterval_Number. By the
value ofInterval_Number, we can divide the range betweenPmax andPmin into equal
parts. For a given blockBi, we can get its projection pointPi and easily figure out which
interval it belongs to by using the formula below:

Ii =
⌊
(Pi − Pmin) × Interval Number/(Pmax − Pmin)

⌋
. (1)

Our watermark image is a binary image; i.e., a watermark image consists of only black
pixels and white pixels. We record all the pixels from the top left corner to the bottom
right in the raster order. After the recording, we getWP1,WP2, . . ., andWPn, wheren
is the total number of pixels in the watermark image.

Since we have obtained the necessary data, now we can use them to produce the
watermark table. First, we select a secret keyS as the seed ofPRNG, or “pseudo random
number generator”, whose function is to generate random integers. After giving the seed
S to PRNG, we use thePRNG function to generate random integers in the range from 0
tom− 1, wherem is the number of blocks in the original image. We assume that thosen

random numbers areR1, R2, . . ., andRn, wheren is the number of pixels in watermark
image. Here, we can get a sequence of blocksBR1 , BR2 , . . ., andBRn . The watermark
table records the data that comes from the indices of the sequence of blocks. To be more
precise, we first calculateI1 of BR1 according to formula (1), and then we continue to
check the pixelWP1. If WP1 is a white pixel, we recordI1 into first elementwt1 of the
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watermark tableWT); if WP1 is a black pixel, the value that we record depends on the
formula below:

wti =
(
Ii + �Interval Number/2�

)
mod(Interval Number). (2)

According to formula (2), we record(I1 + �Interval Number/2�) mod
(Interval Number) into the first elementwt1 of the watermark tableWT if WP1 is
a black pixel. Then, we execute the same procedure on the second blockBR2 and all the
rest of the blocks to fill out the watermark tableWT. Now, we have a watermark tableWT
with n indices. For a given original image, the owner registers the watermark image, the
watermark table (WT), and the first principal component directionD with the authentica-
tion center. The owner does not reveal his/her secret key until a copyright dispute occurs.
When the whole procedure is finished, the original image is under the protection of the
watermarking technique. Our algorithm for computing the watermark table is as follows:

Algorithm [Computing watermark table]:
Input: Secret keyS, original imageO, and watermark imageW .
Output: Watermark tableWT and first principal component directionD.

Step 1: Partition the original image into non-overlapping blocksB1, B2, . . ., andBm,
wherem is the total number of blocks in the original image.

Step 2: Use thePCA function to derive the first principal component directionD from
all the blocks inStep 1 and project all the blocks onto the linear subspace by usingD.

Step 3: Find the maximum projection valuePmax and minimum projection valuePmin

and divide the range betweenPmax andPmin into equal parts.
Step 4: Use the secret keyS as the seed of thePRNG function to generate a sequence

of random integersR1, R2, . . . , Rn and pick out blocks according to the sequence of
random integers. They areBR1 , BR2 , . . ., andBRn , wheren is the total number of pixels
in the watermark image.

Step 5: Use D to compute the projection pointsPi of the sequence of blocks
BR1 , BR2 , . . ., andBRn . UsePi to calculateIi according to formula (1).

Step 6: Check each watermark pixelWPi. If WPi is a white pixel, we recordIi into
wti of the watermark table (WT). If WPi is a black pixel, we record the value derived
from formula (2) intowti.

Step 7: RepeatStep 5 andStep 6 until allWPi are processed.
Step 8: Output the watermark tableWT and the first principal component directionD.

3.2. Watermark Image Recovering

In this subsection, let’s see how we can recover the watermark image from the modified
image. When there is a dispute over the copyright of a modified image, those who dis-
agree with each other can go ask the authentication center to verify the ownership. The
authentication center can partition the modified image into non-overlapping blocks and
project those blocks onto the linear subspace derived from the first principal component
directionD. The authentication center can get the maximum and minimum projection
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pointsP ′
max andP ′

min, respectively. One who claims to be the legal owner must show
his/her secret keyS′ to the authentication center. The authentication center then usesS′

as the seed of thePRNG function to generate a sequence of integers. The authentication
center then picks out blocks from the partitioned modified image according to the se-
quence of integers. We assume that they areB′

1, B
′
2, . . . , B

′
n, wheren is the total number

of pixels in the watermark image. The projection points of the blocksB′
1, B

′
2, . . . , B

′
n are

P ′
1, P

′
2, . . . , P

′
n. The authentication center computes the indexI ′i of the projection point

P ′
i according to formula (1). Then, the authentication center usesI ′i andwti in the wa-

termark table (WT) to recover the watermark image. According to the formula below, the
authentication center can decide what kind of pixel the watermark pixelWP ′

i is.

WP ′
i =

{
WhiteP ixel, if |I ′i − wti| <= (Interval Number)/4,
BlackP ixel, otherwise.

(3)

When all the watermark pixelsWP ′
i have gone through the same procedure, the wa-

termark image can be recovered. Now the authentication center can judge the ownership
of the modified image by the recovered watermark image. The algorithm for recovering
the watermark image is as follows:

Algorithm [Recovering watermark image]:
Input: Secret keyS′, modified imageO′, watermark tableWT, and first principal

component directionD.
Output: Watermark image.

Step 1: Partition the modified image into non-overlapping blocks.
Step 2: Project those blocks inStep 1 according to the first principal component di-

rectionD and findP ′
max andP ′

min.
Step 3: UseS′ as the seed of thePRNG function to generate a sequence of integers.

Pick out blocksB′
1, B

′
2, . . . , B

′
n according to the sequence of integers and calculate the

corresponding projection pointsP ′
1, P

′
2, . . . , P

′
n.

Step 4: Compute indexI ′i of projection pointP ′
i according to formula (1).

Step 5: UseI ′i andwti from the watermark table (WT) to recover the watermark pixels
WP ′

i by formula (3).
Step 6: RepeatStep 4 andStep 5 until all the watermark pixelsWP ′

i of the watermark
image are reconstructed.

Step 7: Output the watermark image.

The reason why we do not choose to derive the first principal component direction
from the modified image directly is that it is too time consuming. Although we could
save storage by recording only the watermark table and recovering the watermark image
by re-deriving the first principal component direction from the modified image directly,
it would take way too much time to do the re-derivation. Another reason is that the first
principal component direction, which is calculated from the original image, may not be
identical to that of the modified image.
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4. Experimental Results and Discussions

In this section, we shall describe our experiments and the results of those experiments. We
took three512× 512 gray-level images – “Lenna”, “Plane” , and “Barb” – as the original
images in our experiments. The characteristics of these three gray-level images are differ-
ent. The “Barb” image is the most complex, and the “Plane” image is the least complex
of the three gray-level images. This way, we can observe the influence the complexity of
the original gray-level images has on our watermarking technique. On the other hand, we
chose five different ways to modify images. The first one was JPEG lossy compression
with the compression rate 14:1. The second one was blurring done by a5 × 5 neigh-
borhood median filter. The third was rotating, where the original gray-level images were
rotated one degree in the clockwise direction. The fourth was cropping, where the origi-
nal gray-level images were cropped to 1/4. The last one was sharpening. Our parameter
values and experimental results are as follows.

The watermark images in our experiments were binary images with64 × 64 pixels
each, and the original images were gray-level images with512 × 512 pixels each. The
original images were partitioned into non-overlapping blocks of three different sizes in
three different sets of experiments to see how the block size influences the result. The
sizes were4×4, 8×8, and16×16 pixels. Then we used thePCA procedure to derive the
first principal component direction. After projecting all the image blocks onto the linear
subspace by using the first principal component direction, we divided the range between
the maximum projection value and the minimum projection value into equal parts, and
the numbers of parts, namelyInterval_Number, were set to be 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256.
Here, if we set theInterval_Number as 8, it means we only need three bits to record each
element in the watermark table; however, if the value ofInterval_Number is set to be
256, then we must use eight bits to record them, and the storage space occupied will be
the same as when codebooks are used. According to the projection values, we can easily
figure out which interval a given block belongs to by using formula (1). Now, we must
select a secret keyS as the seed ofPRNG. We then picked out blocks from the original
images according to the sequences of the integers, which were generated by thePRNG
function, and found their corresponding indices. The rest of the work was the same as
what we described in Section 3.1. When recovering the watermark, the authentication
center must get the secret key from the owner to execute the process of authentication.
That means we must use secret keyS as the seed ofPRNG and pick out blocks from
the modified image according to the sequence of the integers. The whole procedure for
recovering the watermark image was clearly described in Section 3.2. The results of our
experiments are shown from Fig. 1 to Fig. 6.

Note that the experiments from Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 and experiments from Fig. 4 to Fig. 6
are a little different. In the former experiment, we used the original procedure of our pro-
posed method; in other words, we recorded the watermark tableWT and the first principal
component directionD as the key data. In the latter, we recorded some additional data,
the maximum valuePmax and minimum valuePmin of the projection points, in order to
spare the time meant for projecting all the blocks of the modified images to find their
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Fig. 1. The size of blocks is4 × 4 pixels (without recordingPmin andPmax).

Fig. 2. The size of blocks is8 × 8 pixels (without recordingPmin andPmax).

P ′
max andP ′

min. The results show that the extra storage space spent onPmax andPmin

pays off. In figures, we show nothing about the image processing operations of JPEG
lossy compression, blurring, and sharpening. The reason is that our method can recover
every detail of the original watermark image under these three kinds of image opera-
tions. That is, our method gets a 100% bit accuracy rate under JPEG lossy compression,
blurring, and sharpening.

According to the results, our bit accuracy rates do not seem to improve much when
the number of intervals is greater than 16, which means we do not have to go beyond that
number in real-life applications. Besides, we can also save more storage space when we
spend only 4 bits recording each element of the watermark table. This is quit impressive
because Chang and Tsai’s method records each element of the watermark table with 8
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Fig. 3. The size of blocks is16 × 16 pixels (without recordingPmin andPmax).

Fig. 4. The size of blocks is4 × 4 pixels (with recordingPmin andPmax).

bits. Another fact shown in figures is that the results, with or without recording the max-
imum and minimum projection values, do not seem to differ much. This means that if
one is most concerned with storage, the choice will be our method without recording the
maximum and minimum projection values of the projection points.

In tables, we show the bit accuracy rates of the watermark image in Chang and Tsai’s
method and our proposed method. As we have discussed earlier, in our method, the num-
ber of intervals is set to be 16, and the block size is16 × 16 pixels. From Table 1 to
Table 3, the test images were Lena, Plane, and Barber. It is obvious that the experimental
results of our method are better than those of Chang and Tsai’s method in most cases. In
summary, our method is practicable and has a superior performance on the bit accuracy
rate to Chang and Tsai’s method.
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Fig. 5. The size of blocks is8 × 8 pixels (with recordingPmin andPmax).

Fig. 6. The size of blocks is16 × 16 pixels (with recordingPmin andPmax).

Table 1

The bit accuracy rates of the watermark image embedding in “Lena” image

Bit Accuracy
Rates

JPEG
compression

Blurring Rotating Cropping Sharpening

Chang and Tsai’s method 99.95% 99.95% 93.65% 86.40% 99.78%

Our proposed method 100% 100% 96.48% 82.67% 100%
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Table 2

The bit accuracy rates of the watermark image embedding in “Plane” image

Bit Accuracy
Rates

JPEG
compression

Blurring Rotating Cropping Sharpening

Chang and Tsai’s method 100% 99.90% 95.53% 95.60% 99.41%

Our proposed method 100% 100% 99.34% 81.76% 100%

Table 3

The bit accuracy rates of the watermark image embedding in “Barber” image

Bit Accuracy
Rates

JPEG
compression

Blurring Rotating Cropping Sharpening

Chang and Tsai’s method 99.91% 99.65% 92.55% 93.04% 98.24%

Our proposed method 100% 100% 96.07% 84.23% 100%

5. Conclusions

In 2000, Chang and Tsai offered a watermarking technique that produces the watermark
table of codebooks and registers the watermark table with an authentication center. Al-
though creative, Chang and Tsai’s method has two drawbacks. First, a “sorted” codebook
is needed, which means larger storage space needed. Second, Chang and Tsai’s method
must search the “sorted” codebook to find out the most similar codeword, which means
more processing time required. In order to overcome these two drawbacks, in this pa-
per, we have proposed our new method that depends on no codebook. In our method,
we use thePCA function to project the blocks onto a linear subspace. Then, we get in-
dices directly from the positions of the projection points. Both the modified blocks and
the projection points are used to reconstruct the watermark. After such modifications as
JPEG lossy compression, blurring, sharpening, rotating, and cropping, our method can
still recover the watermark images successfully. As our experimental results show, our
proposed method is indeed a practicable and efficient watermarking technique.
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Vandens ženkl↪u schema, pagr↪ista pagrindini ↪u komponeňci ↪u metodu

Chin-Chen CHANG, Chi-Shiang CHAN

Šiame straipsnyje pateikiamas naujas vandens ženkl↪u formavimo skaitmeniniuose vaizduose
algoritmas.↪Iterpiant vandens ženkl↪a, pradinis vaizdas yra skaidomas↪i blokus, kurie yra projektuo-
jami ↪i tiesin↪i poerdv↪i pagrindini ↪u komponeňci ↪u metodo pagalba. Vandens ženkl↪u lentel̇e yra užduo-
dama projekcijomis↪i š↪i poerdv↪i, kurios kartu su lentele yra vėliau panaudojamos atstatant vandens
ženkl ↪a iš nagriṅejamo vaizdo, sugretinant skaitmenin↪i vaizd ↪a su vandens ženklais ir atitinkama
lentele, pagal pagrindini↪u komponeňci ↪u metod↪a. Pasīulytas algoritmas buvo testuojamas JPEG
formato vaizdams, ir pasirodė es↪as stabilus vaizd↪u apdorojimo proced̄uroms (vaizdo karpymui,
pos̄ukiui, kontrasto keitimui, ḋemi ↪u išlyginimui.


